TRIPS A-WHEEL
Where to Go and How to Get There

OUR CYCLE ROUTE NO. 9

Three Rides From Princeton to New York
(A Visit to 1 and 2)

Our Trip No. 1 and 2 have brought us to our eastern coast line of our

From Princeton to New York
The last stage is but a short distance, and yet a

We start out along the main street that the road passes may not be

The streets are all wavy we have to leave them behind us and take the

The main street of New York is the main street of the United States.

The main street of New York is the main street of the United States.

The main street of New York is the main street of the United States.

A BILLOADED TABLE

We climb up this steep grade by way of a

We have seen many a rider on this road,

We have seen many a rider on this road,

We have seen many a rider on this road,

METUCHEN, AN IMPORTANT

We pass under another railroad bridge,

We pass under another railroad bridge,

We pass under another railroad bridge,

PRINCETON TO NEW YORK BY THREE DIFFERENT ROADS, ALL THOUGH

BROADWAY OVER THE WHITEST STREETS FOR FEW WEEKS

The streets become more crowded.

At the map, you will see that this line is

At the map, you will see that this line is

At the map, you will see that this line is

PRINCETON TO NEW YORK BY THREE DIFFERENT ROADS, ALL THOUGH

BROADWAY OVER THE WHITEST STREETS FOR FEW WEEKS

The streets become more crowded.

At the map, you will see that this line is

At the map, you will see that this line is

At the map, you will see that this line is

FRANKLIN TO NEW YORK BY THREE DIFFERENT ROADS, ALL THOUGH

BROADWAY OVER THE WHITEST STREETS FOR FEW WEEKS

The streets become more crowded.

At the map, you will see that this line is

At the map, you will see that this line is

At the map, you will see that this line is

THE PHILADELPHIA INQUISITOR-SUNDAY MORNING

INQUIRER ROUTE-COUPON, TO ACCOMPANY TRIP A-WHEEL

INQUIRER" ROUTE-COUPON, TO ACCOMPANY TRIP A-WHEEL

INQUIRER" ROUTE-COUPON, TO ACCOMPANY TRIP A-WHEEL

DAVE SHAFFER SPEAKS

Words of Wisdom

Says Older Raging Men Have

Had Their Day and Youngsters

Take Their Places

ABOUT BALD AND COOPER

Dave Shaffer, in speaking about the

of the coming season and their

of their selection and their

of their selection and their

About Bald and Cooper

Dave Shaffer, in speaking about the

of the coming season and their

of their selection and their

of their selection and their

BIG OFFERS FOR THE FLYERS

Peters at the National Meet Will Be

The Executive Committee in charge

The Executive Committee in charge

The Executive Committee in charge

The Executive Committee in charge

BIG OFFERS FOR THE FLYERS

Peters at the National Meet Will Be

The Executive Committee in charge

The Executive Committee in charge

The Executive Committee in charge

The Executive Committee in charge

TIOGAS CENTURY RUN

Some Splendid Prices Offered by the

The Century Run of the TioGas

Final arrangements have been com